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Introduction / Question

Creating 3D Elements in Unity Engine

Earth's Atmosphere Experience Results

1. To evaluate the past methods of learning about the Earth's 
atmosphere compared to learning about the atmosphere with the 
created 3D environment.

2. Hardware challenges at West Branch Middle School
a. Virtual Reality (VR) headset cost is high
b. Few computers built to properly run Unity engine at school
c. Specs to run VR

• Graphics Card (NVIDIA GTX 1060 / AMD Radeon RX 480 or 
greater)

• CPU (Intel i5-4590 / AMD Ryzen 5 1500X or greater)
• Memory (8GB+ RAM)

Evaluation / Analysis

1. To create a 3D model of Earth's atmosphere that will 
demonstrate science phenomena in a more impactful way.

2. To better understand science phenomena by using 3D 
environments that can be viewed in Augmented 
Reality/Virtual Reality (AR/VR).

• Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality (AR/VR) immerse 
users in ways that other forms of multimedia cannot. There 
is untapped potential and a wide variety of uses for AR/VR 
for learning purposes.

Interface:
Hierarchy window / Scene view / Game view

Project Widow / Inspector Window
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Future Research

• To add a working thermometer that shows
temperature changes as you progress upwards
through Earth's atmosphere layers.

• To add a FPS controller so the user sees the
environment from a first-person perspective.

• To stack the four scenes of the Atmosphere layers.
Objectives

• How can I use Unity engine to 
create a digital 3D model of 
Earth's atmosphere?

• Learning the Unity engine interface is complex.

• Web-based tutorials are helpful tools to learn the "how to" of many 
different tasks you want to accomplish when making your creation.

• Several tasks I learned to do on Unity engine include how to add a: 
skybox, 3D object, terrain, camera, FPS controller and how to delete 
the main camera.

https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/2d/textures-materials/sky/allsky-free-10-sky-skybox-set-146014
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/environments/sci-fi/real-stars-skybox-lite-116333
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Introduction Question

•Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality (AR/VR) immerse users in ways 
that other forms of multimedia cannot. There is untapped potential and a 
wide variety of uses for AR/VR for learning purposes.

•How can I use Unity engine to create a 
digital 3D model of Earth's atmosphere?



Creating 3D Elements in Unity 
Interface:

Hierarchy window / Scene view / Game view
Project Widow / Inspector Window

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this object - to add a cube: GameObject / 3D object / cube.  It appears in your scene view.  It will also be listed in Hierarchy window to interact with other objects.  The inspector window allows you to adjust sizes, colors, lighting, shadows, etc.  The Asset Store has many video game-making assets that you can download for FREE or pay for some.  Once you download and import an asset, it will be in your project window.  Here you navigate through folders to find the material you want.  Then you can drag & drop that asset to add to your scene.  



Objectives

1.To create a 3D model of Earth's atmosphere that will demonstrate 
science phenomona in a more impactful way.

2.To better understand science phenomena by using 3D environments 
that can be viewed in Augmented Reality/Virtual Reality (AR/VR).



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here in my model of the atmosphere, I'm starting at the ground level.  The first thing I created was a skybox to immerse the user into this mountanous environment.  I found several FREE skyboxes at the AssetStore.  It's often quicker to download and import your assets if you're not going to draw them from scratch.  Next, I created many 3D objects (spheres) to simulate molecules in the atmosphere down here in the Troposphere that are more densly packed together.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every time SkyBox packages need downloaded, imported. Often faster to find these (AllSky Free, COPE! Packages are FREE) than creating your own items with the design tools available.  Here you can see air molecules are becoming less densly packed together so my 3D objects I created represent this.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you can see more Skybox imports, even fewer 3D objects (spheres) and I forgot to mention each slide has a 3D text box so when you move around in the environment, the box is there.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the model approaches outer space, air molecules are becoming very few and far between.  Graual blend into space.



Results

•Learning the Unity engine interface is complex.

•Web-based tutorials are helpful tools to learn the "how to" of many 
different tasks you want to accomplish when making your creation.

•Several tasks I learned to do on Unity engine include how to add a: skybox, 
3D object, terrain, camera, FPS controller and how to delete the main 
camera.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It just takes a lot of TIME to learn.



Evaluation / Analysis

1.To evaluate the past methods of learning about the Earth's atmosphere 
compared to learning about the atmosphere with the created 3D 
environment.

2.Hardware challenges at West Branch Middle School
a. Virtual Reality (VR) headset cost is high
b. Few computers built to properly run Unity engine at school
c. Specs to run VR
•Graphics Card (NVIDIA GTX 1060 / AMD Radeon RX 480 or greater)
•CPU (Intel i5-4590 / AMD Ryzen 5 1500X or greater)
•Memory (8GB+ RAM)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I'm interested to evaluate the past methods of learning about Earth's … Hardware Challenges at WBMS
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Future Research
• To add a working thermometer that shows
temperature changes as you progress upwards
through Earth's atmosphere layers.

• To add a FPS controller so the user sees the
environment from a first-person perspective.

• To stack the four scenes of the Atmosphere layers.
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